
The Chillingly Accurate Political Thriller of
Russian Invasion of Ukraine Now: A Riveting
Tale of Espionage, Betrayal, and Nuclear
Brinkmanship
In the wake of the Russian invasion of Ukraine, a chillingly accurate
political thriller has emerged that eerily foreshadowed the events unfolding
in real time. Set against the backdrop of rising tensions between Russia
and the West, The Kremlin's Candidate by Jason Matthews paints a vivid
and unsettlingly plausible portrait of a Russian plot to destabilize Europe
and restore the Soviet Union.
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The novel opens with the assassination of a high-ranking Russian official,
plunging the world into chaos. As the investigation deepens, it becomes
clear that the assassination was part of a larger conspiracy to bring
Russia's puppet candidate to power in Ukraine. Led by a ruthless and
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ambitious Russian oligarch, the conspiracy aims to topple the
democratically elected Ukrainian government and install a pro-Russian
puppet regime.

Enter Jonathan Burke, a former CIA operative and now a private
investigator hired to track down those responsible for the assassination.
Burke is a complex and enigmatic character, haunted by his past and
driven by a deep sense of justice. As he delves deeper into the case, Burke
uncovers a web of intrigue and treachery that reaches the highest levels of
the Russian government.

The plot thickens when Burke realizes that the conspiracy goes beyond the
assassination and the Ukrainian election. The ultimate goal is to incite a
nuclear war between Russia and the United States, with the puppet
candidate serving as a catalyst. As Burke races against time to expose the
conspiracy, he finds himself pursued by both the CIA and the Russian
intelligence services.

A Riveting Tale of Espionage, Betrayal, and Nuclear Brinkmanship

The Kremlin's Candidate is a masterfully crafted political thriller that
combines heart-pounding action with a chillingly accurate depiction of the
geopolitical landscape. Matthews, a former CIA officer himself, writes with
an insider's knowledge and a deep understanding of the motivations and
tactics of intelligence agencies and their operatives.

The novel's characters are complex and well-developed, with motivations
that are both understandable and believable. Burke is a compelling
protagonist, a flawed and haunted man who is nonetheless driven by a
strong moral compass. The Russian oligarchs and intelligence officers are



equally well-drawn, their ruthlessness and ambition making them both
formidable and terrifying.

The plot is fast-paced and suspenseful, with twists and turns that will keep
readers on the edge of their seats. The threat of nuclear war hangs over
the story like a looming sword, adding an extra layer of tension and
urgency to the proceedings.

A Chillingly Accurate Foreshadowing of the Russian Invasion of
Ukraine

What makes The Kremlin's Candidate particularly haunting is its uncanny
prescience. Written and published in 2022, the novel eerily foreshadowed
the Russian invasion of Ukraine that began in February 2023. The parallels
between the fictional conspiracy and the real-world events are striking, from
the assassination of the Russian official to the Russian plot to install a
puppet regime in Ukraine.

The novel's depiction of the Russian government's ruthlessness and
willingness to use violence to achieve its goals is also chillingly accurate.
The characters of the Russian oligarchs and intelligence officers are not
caricatures but rather realistic portrayals of the kind of people who hold
power in Russia today.

A Must-Read for Anyone Interested in International Affairs

The Kremlin's Candidate is a must-read for anyone interested in
international affairs, political thrillers, or simply a good story. It is a timely
and gripping tale that provides a chillingly accurate glimpse into the
dangerous world of espionage, betrayal, and nuclear brinkmanship.



Whether you are a political junkie or simply a fan of well-written thrillers, I
highly recommend picking up a copy of The Kremlin's Candidate. It is a
book that will stay with you long after you finish reading it.

The Kremlin's Candidate by Jason Matthews
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Why Unleashing the Instinct to Play Will Make
Our Children Happier, More Self-Reliant, and
More Successful in Life
Play is an essential part of childhood. It is how children learn about the
world around them, develop their creativity and imagination, and build
social skills. However, in...

Theory in Health Promotion Research and
Practice
Theory is essential to health promotion research and practice. It provides
a framework for understanding the causes of health behavior, and it
guides...
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